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HIGHLIGHTS
According to our credit research and evaluation, we have
downgraded BNC bond’s credit health. Our report identifies
emerging credit and business risks threatening BNC’s ability to
complete the “restarting Smelter” project on time and meeting
coupon and bond repayment schedule. Below are some of the
reasons we identify:




Slowing global demand for Nickel depressing prices to
unsustainable levels of below $12,000/t.
Pressure on volumes and efficiencies due to a reduction in
average head grade and recoveries.
Management and board turnover interrupting implementation
of company strategy and consistency.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
BNC is a Zimbabwe based company and is Africa’s only
integrated nickel mine, smelter and refinery operator. BNC has
three subsidiaries, namely Bindura Smelter and Refinery Limited
(BSR), Hunters Road Nickel Mine (Private) Limited (Hunters
Road) and Trojan Nickel Mine Limited (TNM).
BSR and Hunters Road are currently not in operation; Trojan
mine, a division of TNM, is the only operational unit. The smelter
is undergoing refurbishment at an estimated total cost of US$26.5
million, of which US$16 million was successfully raised on the
Zimbabwean market in March 2015, via a Corporate Bond Issue.

Sector

Mining(Nickel)

Coupon rate

10%

YTM
Est Value

< Par value

Maturity Value
Issue date

March 2015

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
FY2015
Profitability
∆ Revenue
∆ Op Profit
∆ PBT

21%
-8.3%
-2.5%

Op Margin
PBT Margin

20.1%
20.2%

Financial Strength
P/E
P/B
P/CF

1.66
0.47
2.6

Total Debt/Cash
Net debt/CFO
Current ratio

1.51
0.85
1.15

INDUSTRY DRIVERS


Cost efficiency – commodities based industries such as the
Nickel sector compete on cost efficiency. In times of low
commodity prices, operations of inefficient mines become
unviable and they either scale back or move into care and
maintenance waiting for prices to rise again.



Price cyclicality – commodity prices are cyclical in nature.
Economic growth drives industrial production which is largely
responsible for the use of stainless steel. Nickel is an
important input in the production of stainless steel. When
growth is weak, consumption of stainless steel is at its low
and Nickel demand falls driving down prices.



Regulation and local legislation – As a natural resource,
Nickel mining in Zimbabwe is governed by regulation and
local legislation. The indigenisation policy that prescribes
local ownership has impact on operations. Local
beneficiation, royalties and tax rules have ability to alter the
competitiveness of BNC against international operators.
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BOND ISSUANCE BACKGROUND
BNC has raised US$16.4 million to partially fund its US$ 26.5 million accelerated smelter restart programme
through a Bond issue. A further Bond will be issued to a large investor by or after 31 July 2015 to fully allocate
the allotment to $20million. The balance of $ 6.5 million will be met from internally generated cash flow. BNC
expects to take around 9 months to deliver the project and to restart the smelter in the first quarter of 2016. The
following Bond attributes are obtained from the original Prospectus.
Bond Coupon
Coupon on the Bond will be paid semi-annually in arrears and subject to a 12months relief period from the date
of issue.
Bond Tradability
Bonds can be transferred in whole or in part provided the minimum face value of the Bonds transferred
corresponds to an amount not less than US$ 50,000. No splits below this amount shall also be allowed.
Principal Repayment
Repayment of the principal amount shall be subject to an 18 months relief period from the date of Issue.
Payment will be made through eight equal payments of US$ 2.5 million.
Early Redemption
The bond is subject to early redemption. The Issuer may at each coupon payment date after the third
anniversary of the issue of the Bond, call back, in part or in full, the Bonds and pay the requisite outstanding
principal amount.
Security
The principal amount and coupon represented by the Bond will be securitized by (i) the Bond Trust Deed and
the creation of a sinking fund charged in favour of the Trustee, independently managed by the Trustee, and
(ii) a Guarantee by Mwana Africa Plc in favour of the Trustee, guaranteeing payment of principal monies and
accrued interest
Bond Status
The bond has been accorded prescribed asset status in terms of Section 26 of the Insurance Act (Chapter 24:07)
and section 18 of the Pension and Provident Funds Act (Chapter 24:09). The bond has also been accorded liquid
asset status by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe

MACRO ANALYSIS
REGULATION AND SOCIETY
Beneficiation
The entire mining industry has been a recipient of pressure from government to promote beneficiation of
minerals including Nickel. BNC is responding with the construction of the Refinery and Smelter which is part of
fulfilling new regulatory requirements.
As of end of March, BNC was employing a total of 1,203 permanent and contract personnel. The company is
viewed favourably as a creator of employment for the local community.
Community Support
BNC has continued to support on-site primary school education and an early childhood development centre
among other support activities.
On behalf of local primary schools, BNC also facilitated the hosting of the National Athletics Primary School
Heads competition. The mine also assisted with medical facilities, sanitation and administrative support during
the competition.
Indigenisation Policy
Management and board changes at Mwana Africa and holding company of BNC have raised concerns of BNC’s
compliance to the local indigenisation laws. In July, the minister of Indigenisation and youth empowerment raised
concerns on the management/board changes noting that that shareholding agreements between the government
of Zimbabwe and the owners of Mwana Africa a BNC holding company may not have been observed when the
changes were made.

INDUSTRY/MARKET FUNDAMENTALS
Nickel Price per/ton:
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From Supply to Demand Concerns
Up until June 2015, analysts had been anticipating an uptick in Nickel prices, driven by the Indonesian export
ban implemented early last year. In the past Indonesia exported raw Nickel (laterites) to China, out of which the
latter produced Nickel Pig Iron (NPI) that is used for various purposes in manufacturing and industrial production.
Since the ban, China has been drawing from its inventory of raw Nickel to produce NPI. Some Metal Analysts
have reported depletion of such reserves and believe China may need to look elsewhere for additional Nickel. In
addition, the current market regime of all time low prices may have driven a significant number of operators out
of business thereby limiting supply. This “supply” based narrative has been highlighted by many analysts as the
like trigger for an increase in Nickel prices. However a first quarter FastMarkets report suggests that Philippine
ore has been able to offset the Indonesian ore ban better than anticipated. The increase in Philippine ore exports
has enabled China to keep its NPI production at high levels.

Demand fundamentals which have been a “given” until beginning of year are now in question and believed to be
responsible for the low Nickel price. For instance, global production of stainless steel, which uses nickel as a
primary component, grew by 8.3 percent last year, according to the International Stainless Steel Forum. But Citi
issues a research note suggesting that growth for the first quarter of this year was just 1.1 percent. Based on
slow manufacturing growth across major economies in the second and third quarters, we believe production of
stainless steel may have shrunk in the last two quarters. We also think that China’s weak manufacturing activity
supported by the political leaders’ concerted effort to move from an export and capital formation driven economy
to private consumption will aggravate price concerns.
On the balance, FastMarkets estimates that LME inventories climbed 59% in 2014 to 414,756 tons and they are
continuing to rise. First quarter of 2015 they were up 18,240 tons. This will continue to weigh on sentiment even
though the rise in LME inventories has been largely due to the Qingdao fraud scandal, which triggered a shift of
metal into LME-listed warehouses from non-exchange sheds in China.
Price forecast
Going forward, it appears that factors putting downward pressure on Nickel prices will endure for the rest of the
year and into 2016. Firstly, Philippines ore will continue to be exported into China. By end of June 2015, JP
Morgan was anticipating Nickel price to be in the neighbourhood of $10,000. Morgan Stanley’s estimates are not
far off; in July the investment bank expected Nickel to close the year in the range of $13,448. Based on our
research we expect a price range of between $10,000 and $14,500 going into the New Year.

CAPITAL MARKETS
Capital availability (credit and equity)
We assess the capital availability, both credit and equity for the purposes of establishing a buffer should BNC
face challenges in making coupon payments and capital repayments. In such a scenario, the mining company
would require fresh capital injections either through issuing shares or raising additional debt.
By end of March 2015, BNC had made a repayment of $6.4million to Mwana Africa ahead of time. The loan
amount was part of a shareholder loan that had been extended by the parent company. There are high chances
that if BNC faces capital challenges the shareholder will be able to provide relief funds in the form of shareholder
loans which as pointed out in the annual report can be converted into equity.
Liquidity availability
Both equities and credit markets are very expensive for raising capital. Valuations on the equities market are at
an all-low since April 2012 and BNC’s share price is also at very low levels. Raising equity would be expensive
for current shareholders. Mwana Africa provided loans to BNC at LIBOR + 7%. Should BNC seek for loans from
local banks we expect rates of not less than 11% in line with what banks are charging secured loans.

COMPANY ANALYSIS
CREDIT QUALITY
Operational credit risk
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In the event of a liquidity squeeze BNC will not be able to meet its short term credit obligations without raising
additional capital. In our analysis we excluded cash from our calculation as we believe the cash balance shown
should be dedicated for the smelter-restart project.
Interest cover ratio
Based on FY2015 financials current ratio stood at 28.6. Interest payments were only $554,000 for the year and
profit before interest was $15.8million. We expect the two metrics to be quite different by the end of the 2016
financial period. First, due to low Nickel prices, we anticipate profits before interest to be much lower if not in the
negative. In addition, interest payments will be higher as coupon payments kick in to at least 2million. We expect
the principal debt to include $20million from bond issuance and $6.5million to be borrowed to supplement the
cost to restart the refinery and smelter.
Asset value size relative to loan amount
The larger the value of saleable assets relative to the loan amount the lower is the probability of default on the
loan. BNC’s total asset value is $91million compared to $52million for total liabilities.
Are there assets that can be easily liquidated?
Should BNC face liquidity and credit issues, we assessed whether there would be any assets that can be easily
liquidated to raise cash to meet obligations without hampering the operations of the business. BNC owns
property valued at cost ($558,000) through CEVA Investments (Private), an unlisted property management
company. Mines (reserves) constitute the largest part of assets. In the event of liquidity squeeze such assets
would be difficult to liquidate in the short term. Low Nickel prices worsen prospects for a sale to occur.
We noted that current assets had risen by 82% to $32million for FY2015. But current liabilities went down by 19%
in the same period to $ $20million. In the same period inventories went up by more than 90% to $9.1million.
However, we observed that the bulk of the increase in inventories was not stock that could be liquidated but
consumables which shot up 100% from $4.2million to $8.7million.
Prepayments and trade receivables were valued at $3.6million and $5.1million respectively. Depending with
terms and conditions around receivables, debt factoring companies can provide approximately 60% of the
original book value of receivables.

Variability of the asset value
In general if a company’s assets grow more or less along the firm's expected growth path, the loan carries little
risk even with relatively high leverage. If, on the other hand, the asset value fluctuates wildly, the likelihood of
default on the loan is considerable. We identified that BNC’s mineral reserves constitutes a large proportion of
total assets. We are concerned that if reserves are marked to market BNC’s asset value might be severely fall in
response to low Nickel prices.
BNC’s capital contribution commitment
Based on FY2015 final accounts ending March 2015, BNC had a total of $11,9million in cash and had already
received $16milliton through the bond issue. Funding plans for the restarting of refinery and smelter stipulate that
BNC will generate $ 6.5 million from its cash flow and contribute towards the project. Our analysis indicates that
the miner will unlikely be able to generate that funding from operations due to low Nickel prices.
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The graph above shows that Nickel price for the FY2014 financial period averaged $14,373 and for FY2015
$16,815. So far, for the first six month of the FY2016 period, Nickel price has averaged $12,156 and is trending
lower. Based on the average price for the last six months we are estimating operational cash-flows to dip lower
to $4,500.000 for FY2016. We venture that BNC will have difficulty internally generating the $6,5million to
contribute towards the BNC Smelter-restart project. The company will need to raise additional capital either
through shareholders or financial markets to fill the funding gap.

CAPITAL FLOWS
Dividends and changes in interest payments affect the distribution of value between the different classes of
claims. Dividend transfer some value from the lenders to the shareholders. BNC has not provided any
dividends in the last five years. However, concentrated shareholding by Mwana Africa presents a challenge
that the parent can effect decisions that can influence capital flows and structure for BNC in ways that can
adversely affect Bond holders.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Production and Sales volume
In FY2015 financials, management indicated that Nickel production is forecast to be lower for the current
financial period ending March 2016. This will be due to a deliberate decision to shut down the mine for at least
one month in order to facilitate the commissioning of various projects, including the Trojan Shaft Re-deep
Project. All things equal FY2016 production will be 92% of FY2015’s of 7306 tons. However, accounting for
reduction in average head grade and recoveries we estimate current year’s production to be 6200tons of Nickle
in concentrate. As at March 2015, BNC kept very little Nickel inventory and therefore we do expect FY2016
sales to at best match production output in that year.

Our estimates tally with BNC’s FY2016 first quarter performance results published by Mwana Africa, the parent
company. First quarter production plunged 34% to 1,349tonnes compared with 2,032tonnes in the fourth
quarter of 2015. Sales volumes followed production as only 1,267tonnes were sold compared to 2,072tonnes in
the previous quarter. Fall in volumes was primarily a consequence of a reduction in average head grade and
recoveries.
Product Price
According to figures provided in the 2015 annual report, the average price for a Nickel concentrate per tonne
was $8,558 and for refined Nickel metal $16,700. Western Areas, one the largest Nickel producers suggests
that Nickel concentrates trade at around 65%-75% to the price of LME Nickel. Figures provided by BNC also
indicate that concentrate trades at a discount of 65%. Assuming concentrate is 65% of LME, we estimate that
annual average price will be $7,800. In the first quarter of FY2016, Mwana Africa, the holding company,
reported that concentrate price averaged $8,461/t compared with $9,489/t in the fourth quarter of FY2015.

OPERATING PERFORMANCE AND FINANCIAL POSITION
Mar-10
Concetrate Sold(tons)
Average Nickel Concentrate/Ton
Average Nickel Price/Ton
All sustaining cost
Cash cost
Revenue
Gross Profit
EBIT
Net Profit
Cash from operations
Free cashflow
Capex
Long-term debt
Equity

Mar-11

Mar-12

Mar-13

16 962

17 891 980
4 944 681
-6 405 247
-7 572 949
3 004 354
1 667 392
-1 336 962
15 986 969

4 120 050
-18 825 754
-15 350 748
-16 552 307
-5 358 434
-7 595 819
-2 237 385
-2 452 950

1 508 711
-12 714 744
-12 416 163
-12 758 520
-6 861 540
-7 242 348
-380 808
5 292 031
178 980

1 026 083
-5 819 131
-13 097 369
-12 954 836
-14 022 120
-23 462 902
-9 440 782
10 000 000
3 252 600

Mar-14
7 129
9 200
14 298
12 462
11 568
65 011 248
35 443 961
17 302 253
23 672 716
7 822 230
590 585
-7 231 645
8 000 000
27 762 484

Mar-15
7 352
10 728
16 700
8 558
8 000
78 872 123
36 115 648
15 863 683
11 172 744
7 124 973
-2 504 757
-9 629 730
17 992 506
38 981 377

March-16(f)
6 200
7 800
12 000
9 000
8 500
48 360 000
19 344 000
-6 887 000
-8 887 000
-4 340 000
-8 340 000
-22 000 000
22 000 000
30 094 377

Operational Costs and Efficiency
FY2014 operating costs averaged $12,462 for the all sustaining costs and $11,568 for cash costs. In
2014/2015 trading period, BNC undertook cost cutting and efficiency activities that reduced all sustaining costs
to $8,558 and cash cost $8,000. Management and directors fees and salaries are reported to have been hiked.
On the other hand, BNC is expected to undertake company-wide salary cuts.
Yet in the first quarter of FY2016, actual cash costs rose 29% to $8,901/t from $6,926/t in the prior quarter. In
same periods all- in-sustaining costs of nickel in concentrate rose by 35% to $9,736/t from $7,209/t as a result
of lower production and refurbishment of equipment.
We expect BNC to apply measures to improve efficiencies for the three remaining quarters. Our estimated
average Nickel in concentrate cash cost for FY2016 is $8,500. All –in-sustaining costs will also rise to $9,000.
We expect BNC to realise a net operational cash outflow. Should the Nickel price trend persist we expect
probability of default risk to rise.
Cash generation
Nickel is sold on the international market to international buyers. Spot prices are highly volatile which leads
miners such as BNC to buy futures. Mining commodities are a cash generative business and we do not expect
liquidity challenges arising from late payments.
Management team
In our view management and director composition of BNC has emerged as one of the significant risks to the
company. At the last AGM on 3 September 2015, the following resolutions were passed: James Arthur,
Herman Jacobs and Thomas Mashungupa were removed as directors of the company. Ngoni Kudenga and
Kalaa Mpinga, who had initially offered themselves for re-election, resigned prior to the AGM. Only Oliver
Chidawu retained his directorship. Johaness Hendrikus Lampen, Vanessa Yam, Boajin Zhao and Olivier Alain
Barbeau were appointed as new directors.

This ‘almost’ overhaul of BNC’s management and directors interrupts the smooth running of the company and
continuity of strategic plans. The circumstances of the management changes seem to have been abrupt raising
concerns of a smooth transition.

OPERATIONS STRESS TESTS
We have developed three scenarios that capture our view on the prospects of BNC in the current year. The
critical performance factor for us is the difference between revenue and cash cost. The difference determines
the extent to which BNC would be able to finance coupon payments and service debt interest.

Nickel in Concentrate Price
Sales Volumes (Nickel in concentrate)
Cash Cost
Cash from Operations

Worst Case
7,000
5,600
9,000
-$11.2million

Base Case
7,800
6,200
8,500
-$4.3million

Best Case
8,500
7,000
8,000
$3.5million

Base case scenario indicates that before factoring working capital changes BNC will realise a cash outflow of
$4,3million. Our worst case scenario which forecasts a modest Nickel in concentrate price of $7,000/t, total
sales volumes of 5,600 and Cash cost of $9,000 results in a cash outflow of $11.2million. Only the best case
scenario of a high price of $8,500/t, sales of 7,000tons and Cash cost of $8,000 will yield a positive cash-flow.
It is likely that in the current year BNC will slip into a loss position and will require external financing to meet all
operational cash outflows.

SECURITY ANALYSIS
COVENANTS


Affirmative covenants – the prospectus does not contain actions that the borrower must do to remain
in compliance with the agreement.



Negative covenants – we did not find any negative covenants such as prohibitions on debt incurrence;
prohibitions on restricted payments (payments to junior capital providers such as dividends or
repurchases) and use of capital for other purposes other than the intended project within the
prospectus. Absence of negative covenants weakens the ability of lenders to monitor and limit their risk.
We are concerned that BNC can use funds gathered from the Bond to fund other initiatives other than
the intended use. For example, we have observed that as of March 2015 a total of $16,4million had
been secured through a bond issuance. The closing bank balance for the year end was $11,9million.
From the cash-flow statement, a loan of $6.5million was retired and capital expenditure of $9,4million
was incurred. Of the total capital expenditure, $9,2million was spent on mining assets and not the
smelter-restart project as expected. If the figures are reflective of our understanding, it may be that BNC
used the bond issuance proceeds designed for the refinery and smelter to make capital expenditure in
mining assets.

LOAN TERM AND SUBORDINATION


Loan term - typically the default probability will increase with the term. While the bond is considered
long at 5years, there is comfort in that repayments of the principal will begin in 12months time.
Payments will be made through eight equal payments of US$ 2.5 million until the fifth year. Such a
staged payment plan helps to reduce the risk of default associated with balloon payments at the end.



Standing of the lender's claim in the hierarchy of debt - issuing additional debt reduces the
expected loss for holders of claims with a higher priority, while it increases the expected loss for
holders of claims subordinated or equal in ranking to the new debt. The prospectus states that
“Bondholders’ claims shall at all times, save for certain debt required to be preferred by law, rank at
least equally with all other secured and unsubordinated obligations, present and future, of the Issuer”.
The clause presents challenges to bond holders should BNC add more debt on their balance sheet.
BNC bond holders will not have any preference over the new debt holders.



Term and maturity – debt claims that mature early may trigger a bankruptcy even if they are junior to
the lender's claim. We are wary that in this environment of tight liquidity, should BNC wish to secure
more debt, it will be short term as banks are shying away from long duration debt.



Currency – BNC expects the multi-currency regime to remain in place for the duration of the bond.
The borrower has included the following clause which we believe is positive in managing risk “The
Bond however assures redemption in United Stated Dollars”.

VALUATION
RISK RATING
Business Risk (2/5)
Business risk refers to industry or sector risks that pose strain to the operations of a company. BNC
faces risks from the volatility in Nickel LME prices.
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As shown in the graph above, since January 2015, Nickel prices have fallen by 29%. Price of the
metal is expected to remain in the weak territory. At current price levels BNC is expected to incur a
loss in the current period.
Second, Nickel volumes will remain under pressure due to a reduction in average head grade and
recoveries.
Credit Risk - (2/5)
Credit risk assessment pertains to the company’s capital structure vulnerability to operations and
external shocks. Less creditworthy bonds are more likely to default on interest payments or principal
repayment.
Liquidity Risk – 3/5
Liquidity refers to how easy it is for bond holders to sell their holdings and receive a fair price. The
following factors help to determine the liquidity of the BNC issuance.


Liquid status – the RBZ has conferred a liquid status on the bond. Institutions that are required
to have a certain percentage of their assets as “liquid” can view the bond favourably.



Preferred status – a preferred status conferred on the BNC bond improves its uptake among
pension funds wanting to fulfil their quota.



Size – the larger the size of a bond the more participants are involved. At $20million, BNC bond
is sizeable and allows secondary trading.

Prepayment Risk
BNC reserves the right to call back, in part or in full the Bonds and pay the requisite outstanding
principal amount. The company can exercise this right on a 14 days’ notice at each coupon payment
date after the third anniversary of the issue of the Bond. Holders of the Bond should be prepared for
such actions by BNC should interest rates fall below 10% such that the miner can borrow money at
lower cost than the 10% coupon.

VALUATION OPINION
Performance of the BNC bond hinges on Nickel price and head grade which are both performing poor.
As such we are pessimistic of the fixed income security’s prospects. Completion of the smelter is
expected to result in higher revenues and improved margins. Due to a lack of data to make verifiable
analysis on the impact of the smelter, our valuation of the bond has been confined to the mining
operations until 2016 when the smelter restarts.
Based on the analysis we have performed credit stress at BNC is highly probable. If Nickel LME prices
remain in the neighbourhood of $10-12,000/t for the second half until March 2016 we expect BNC to:


Fail to generate $6.5million required to complete the smelter project



Have difficulty in settling first coupons due after six and twelve months.



Have challenges in meeting all operational cash-flows. This may necessitate short term
borrowing which endangers Bond holders.

Overall, BNC’s capacity to meet its financial obligations is increasingly becoming questionable. We
would urge investors to be cautious in buying BNC bonds at par. Our view is that in a liquid market the
bond should be trading at less than the par value.
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